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The Relevance of Composing: Children’s Spaces for Social Agency 
This chapter addresses the relevance of composing for young children in creating 
spaces for social agency. It begins with a working definition of agency, outlines forms 
of agency and what might constrain it. Referring to case studies of particular children, 
it then goes on to discuss key themes, which illuminate what is possible and what is at 
stake when children compose. These overlapping themes include identity (sense of 
self, belonging), positioning (helping, initiating, befriending, “being bright”), voices 
(made through sound effects, singing, language style, and appropriating from popular 
culture and digital worlds), play (appropriating, imagining, designing, and creating), 
and resistance (not participating, staying silent, moving). Two main cases are drawn 
upon, those of Ta’Von and Gareth, who demonstrate agency in terms of finding 
spaces of belonging and meaning-making occasions in the classroom and playground. 
Vignettes from other children are referred to in order to illustrate common themes.  
	
